
3rd Six Weeks -  2019 - 2020

High School

German (multilevel)
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German school/courses             

Nouns and gender                   

Negation                                   

Furniture and rooms                                         

Neutral nouns                           

German telephone etiquette      

The German media                   

Dative prepositions

German food                                         

Cooking terms                                     

Metric measurements                   

Negation                                      

Prepositions + an infinitive verb

Major math and science 

terminology                                       

Major German scientists and 

mathematicians                                          

Metric measures / negation                                            
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Discuss school                          

schedules and courses             

Manipulate and describe 

school supplies                         

Describe the home

Form neutral nouns from 

verbs                                            

Make a phone call                    

Discuss a variety of media           

Utilize prepositions

Discuss preparation of certain 

German dishes                            

Design a German menu              

Plan advertising for a German 

restaurant

Convert from metric 

measurements and reverse  

Make predictions                          

Develop working knowledge of 

basic terminology
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Create a role-play of a 

discussion about school             

Visually display school course 

likes and dislikes                       

Create a dream home

Rewrite a scrambled 

telephone conversation                             

Visually depict dative 

prepositions                                  

Create a video/PowerPoint   

Translate and prepare a 

German recipe                            

Rewrite a paragraph in 

German, negating every fact                      

Convert measurements 

Write slogans for German 

products                                       

Utilize "Je…desto" to make 

predictions                                    

Role-play a major scientist
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How does a German-speaker 

describe school?              

Which courses do you enjoy 

or not enjoy at school?                  

What is your home like?

How does a German-speaker 

use the telephone?                   

What is the dative case?           

What is the accusative?   

Describe German media             

What are typical German 

foods?                                         

What would be on the menu in 

a  German restaurant?                       

How do you make a     

What are the major industries in 

Germany?                                    

What are some major math and 

science terms in German?             

How is metric converted?        
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Encourage students to study 

vocabulary 10 minutes daily      

Ask students to describe their 

school schedule                       

Discuss the home                  

Encourage students to review 

vocabulary daily                       

Encourage students to 

compare various US and 

German media sources

Prepare a German dish/meal      

Encourage students to practice 

metric conversion                         

Encourage students to practice 

vocabulary daily                        

Encourage students to read and 

practice vocabulary daily    

Discuss important German 

scientists and mathematicians                                                
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